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Introduction 

MiFID 2 goes live on 3 January 2018, leaving UK fund managers with just a few weeks to make their final preparations for MiFID 2 compliance.  

The FCA has gold-plated certain requirements of MiFID 2 so that it directly applies to UK authorised fund managers (AFMs) such as UK UCITS management 

companies.  Also, the relationships that AFMs have with other entities that are MiFID firms (for example, group companies and/or third party portfolio 

management companies to whom the AFM delegates) means that AFMs are impacted by certain MiFID requirements.   

In addition to the operation and management of UCITS and AIFs, some AFMs provide portfolio management and other MiFID-type services to other client 

types (having obtained MiFID “top-up” permissions under Article 6(3) of the UCITS Directive). 

This article summarises: 

1. the key UCITS and UK authorised fund documents that we anticipate a UK AFM will be required to amend as a result of MiFID 2; and 

2. the key amendments that will be necessary in relation to each document. 

Other required MiFID 2 documentation and policy updates, including for investment managers authorised as MiFID firms are summarised in our separate 

article MiFID 2 – Documents and Policies Update for Asset Managers available here. 

This article contains an indicative list of expected amendments to documentation only.  Each firm will need to undertake an exercise to determine whether and 

how a particular agreement or policy is impacted by MiFID 2, and Simmons & Simmons can assist with that exercise.  These expected amendments are 

evolving in light of ongoing guidance from ESMA and the FCA, and market practice is still developing.  We therefore encourage you to check the online 

version of this document on a periodic basis for updates in the run up to the implementation of MiFID 2. 

Simmons & Simmons is preparing template language for updates required to certain of the documents specified below. 

This note categorises the likely impact of MiFID 2 on a red-amber-green rating scale as follows: 

MiFID2 Impact Meaning 

High Amendments are essential 

Medium Amendments are advisable/recommended 

Low Amendments are unlikely or not required 

  

http://www.elexica.com/-/media/files/articles/2017/asset%20management/mifid2%20asset%20managers.pdf
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UK authorised fund documentation 

Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

Instrument of 
Incorporation 

Low No amendments expected (although fees, costs and charges language should be checked) – but, see 
below in relation to potential amendment to AFM agreements in context of authorised unit trusts and 
authorised contractual schemes. 

Review 

Prospectus (for 
funds that will bear 
research charges of 
AFM/MiFID delegate 
paid through 
Research Payment 
Account (RPA)). 

High If the fund will bear the cost for research consumed by either the AFM or its MiFID delegates 
(regardless of the method for collecting research charges) then amendments or new provisions are 

required with respect to: 

1. Fees and Expenses: Introduction of new research charge/expense and/or increase to existing 
manager remuneration/fee. 

2. Disclosures in relation to RPA operation: 

 How the firm will comply with requirements for the operation of an RPA; 

 How research purchased through the RPA may benefit the fund, taking into account its 
investment objective, policy and strategy; 

 The approach the firm will take to allocate the costs of research fairly among the funds it 
manages; 

 The manner in which, and the frequency at which, the research charge will be deducted 
from the assets of the funds; and 

 A statement as to where up-to-date information on (i) the budgeted amount for research 
and (ii) the amount of the estimated research charge for each fund can be obtained. 

3. Use of Dealing Commissions: Removal/Modification  of disclosure (NB: Non-EU delegates 
consuming research). 

4. Inducements: Revised wording to reflect new restrictions on AFM and its delegates receiving 
inducements. 

Template / Review 
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Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

Also, additional amendments or new provisions are required with respect to: 

5. Risk Factors: Consider inclusion of MiFID 2 specific risk factor. 

6. Conflicts of Interest: Changes to wording. 

7. Best execution: Changes to wording. 

8. Product Governance: Cross-reference to manufacturer target market assessment (check 
consistency with “Typical Investor” wording).  

9. General: Disclosure of recording of telephone calls and electronic communications (if applicable). 

Note: If fund bearing research costs results in new payment to the scheme property or increase to 
manager remuneration then FCA approval is likely to be required and at least 60 days’ prior notice to 
investors – so, investor notice also required. This depends on terms of existing funds and structure of 
the RPA.  We recommend specific legal advice is sought. 

Prospectus (for 
funds that will not 
bear research 
charges of AFM or 
MiFID delegates).  

Medium Amendments or new provisions are required with respect to: 

1. Use of Dealing Commissions: Removal/modification of disclosure and confirmation that 
AFM/MiFID delegate will bear cost of research (NB: Non-EU delegates consuming research). 

2. Inducements: Revised wording to reflect new restrictions on AFM and its delegates receiving 
inducements. 

3. Risk Factors: Consider inclusion of MiFID 2 specific risk factor. 

4. Conflicts of Interest: Changes to wording. 

5. Best execution: Changes to wording. 

6. Product Governance: Cross-reference to manufacturer target market assessment (check 
consistency with “Typical Investor” wording).  

7. General: Disclosure of recording of telephone calls and electronic communications (if applicable). 

Template / Review 
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Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

ACD Agreement (or 
trust deed/contract 
for unit trust/ACS) 

High Amendments or new provisions are required with respect to: 

1. If AFM (rather than MiFID delegate) operating RPA then, required provisions in relation to the 
operation of the RPA. 

2. If MiFID delegate of the AFM operating RPA, provisions to enable research charges to be borne 
by fund. 

3. Execution of orders and transactions (including updates to Order Execution Policy). 

4. Conflicts of interest wording. 

5. Inducements. 

6. Research. 

7. Recording of telephone calls and electronic communications (if applicable). 

Template (ACD Agreement) 

 

Investment 
management 
agreement / 
investment advisory 
agreement / portfolio 
management 
agreement with 
MiFID delegate. 

High Amendments and/or new provisions are required with respect to: 

1. Regulatory Status 

2. Communications 

3. Duties of the Investment Manager 

4. Execution of orders and transactions (including updates to Order Execution Policy) (not required 
for investment advisory agreement) 

5. Reporting provisions (including references to ex-ante and ex-post costs and charges disclosures 
and portfolio depreciation reporting) 

6. Research unbundling and operation of RPAs if applicable  

7. Delegation and outsourcing compliance 

Template 
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Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

8. Conflicts of Interest 

9. Complaints and compensation 

10. Product Governance – co-manufacturing obligations if delegate is MiFID firm and collaborating 
with AFM on product manufacturing. 

Sub-investment 
management 
agreement / 
investment advisory 
agreement / portfolio 
management 
agreement with non-
EU firm 

High Amendments and/or provisions with respect to: 

1. Compliance with inducement obligations / research unbundling consistent with FCA guidance on 
outsourcing portfolio management to non-EU managers. 

2. Compliance with best execution requirements consistent with FCA guidance on outsourcing 
portfolio management. 

3. Provisions to ensure delegate reporting to enable AFM/MiFID Firm to meet own obligations. 

4. Other contractual controls as necessary following due diligence/assessment of delegate.  

Review and update 

Lead/Global 
Distribution 
Agreement (typically 
intra-group between 
AFM and MiFID Firm)  

Medium Amendments and/or provisions with respect to: 

1. Role of parties (for product governance purposes) – consider whether co-manufacturing 
relationship 

2. Information to be made available to distributor and end investors/clients 

3. Termination and withdrawal of funds from sale 

4. Distributor’s knowledge and understanding 

5. No manager liability for distribution 

6. Information to be provided by the distributor 

7. Warranties and representations 

Template 
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Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

8. Data exchange 

9. Inducements 

Sub-
Distribution/Platform 
Agreement 

Medium 1. Role of parties (for product governance purposes) – consider whether co-manufacturing 
relationship. 

2. Information to be made available to distributor and end investors/clients 

3. Termination and withdrawal of funds from sale 

4. Distributor’s knowledge and understanding 

5. No manager liability for distribution 

6. Information to be provided by the distributor 

7. Warranties and representations 

8. Data exchange 

9. Inducements 

Template 

Administration 
Agreement 

Low No amendments expected. N/A 

Brokerage 
Documentation 

Medium Sell-side firms will revise and re-issue their existing terms of business for MiFID 2 compliance and 
may also seek to more generally revise their terms of business.  AFMs/MiFID delegates may wish to 
issue “broker terms rebuttal letters” in respect of certain terms. 

Template 

Research Payment 
Account Agreement 
(if applicable) 

High Terms under which client agrees to pay research charges to AFM/MiFID investment manager can be 
incorporated into IMA amendments/AFM agreement amendments referred to above (as applicable). 

Template 
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Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

Research services 
agreement 

High Terms to be agreed between AFM/MiFID delegate with research providers. Template 

Research charge 
collection agreement 
(RCCA) 

High Terms to be agreed between AFM/MiFID delegate and brokers (which amend/replace existing 
Commission Sharing Agreements) where research charges collected by broker alongside transaction 
commissions and paid into RPA. 

Template 

RPA Administration 
Agreement 

High Terms to be agreed between AFM/MiFID delegate in relation to the administration of the RPA 
(replaces/amends any existing terms with CSA aggregators). 

Template 

Annual Long Report 
(if using an RPA) 

Necessary Information to investors on the total costs the fund has incurred for third-party-research in the most 
recent annual accounting period. 

Review 

Key Investor 
Information 
Document (if 
charging research 
costs to the fund) 

Necessary Consider impact of research costs on OCF and consistency with prospectus and target market 
assessments. 

 

N/A 
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Document Impact Nature of change Template or Review 

Website disclosures High The following amendments or new provisions may be required: 

1. Update to make certain information available to distributors (eg EMT 1 - product governance, 
supplemental costs and charges information). 

2. Update to make certain information available to investors (consider best execution reporting). 

3. Update to reflect RPA information which may change periodically – i.e. (i) the budgeted amount 
for research and (ii) the amount of the estimated research charge for each fund can be obtained. 

4. Update disclaimers generally to reflect nature of above content and recording of telephone calls 
and electronic communications. 

Review 

Minutes of AFM as 
sole director (for 
ICVCs) to approve 
changes to fund 
documents as a 
result of MiFID 2. 

Necessary 1. Approval of revised AFM agreement (on behalf of the Fund). 

2. Approval of updated prospectus. 

3. Approval of RPAs. 

Template 

Minutes of AFM to 
approve changes to 
fund documents as a 
result of MiFID 2. 

Necessary 1. Approval of revised AFM Agreement (on behalf of AFM). 

2. Approval of RPAs. 

3. Approval of updated prospectus. 

4. Approval of IMA/Advisory agreement/amendment. 

Template 
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Commonly asked questions 

Key questions that you may need to consider with respect to the above updates include: 

1. Will the AFM and/or relevant fund need to obtain shareholder consent or make notifications to shareholders in relation to any of the above 

changes?  

You may need to obtain shareholder consent or make notifications to investors in relation to the implementation of RPA arrangements. The FCA has 

confirmed that for a transitional period the introduction of a new payment from the fund’s property for the purposes of an RPA will constitute a 

“significant” rather than “fundamental change” for the purposes of COLL 4.3. For other changes, the usual change event process for UK authorised 

funds should be considered and followed.  

2. Will the AFM need to apply for regulatory approval in relation to any of the above changes? 

Save for changes to accommodate research charges being met from the assets of the fund, we expect that for most AFMs it is unlikely that the above 

amendments will require an application for regulatory approval. If changes are required to instruments of incorporation or trust deeds then that is likely 

to trigger a requirement for FCA approval.  We recommend that you seek specific legal advice. 

3. Should we re-paper agreements by way of a supplement or should we amend and restate? Can I re-paper any of these documents 

unilaterally, without consent from the other party? 

Amending and restating agreements is likely to be neater. Creation of supplements might be more efficient from a timing perspective. In some 

circumstances a unilateral amendment may be possible.  We can discuss with you the optimal solution based on your specific circumstances. 

4. What AFM policies and procedures do I need to update as a result of MiFID 2? 

Please see our separate article MiFID 2 – Documents and Policies Update for Asset Managers available here which lists the key policies and 

procedures and other document updates required.  

5. What about my hedge fund document updates? 

For further information on hedge fund document amendments please see our separate article MiFID2: expected amendments to fund and managed 

account documentation for UK AIFMs  available here or contact  Iain Cullen, Richard Perry, Devarshi Saksena or Lucian Firth. 

http://www.elexica.com/-/media/files/articles/2017/asset%20management/mifid2%20asset%20managers.pdf
http://www.elexica.com/en/legal-topics/asset-management/190917-mifid2-for-uk-aifms-amendments-to-documentation
mailto:iain.cullen@simmons-simmons.com
mailto:richard.perry@simmons-simmons.com
mailto:devarshi.saksena@simmons-simmons.com
mailto:lucian.firth@simmons-simmons.com
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Key Contacts 

 

Mahrie Webb 

Partner, Bristol 

T +44 20 7825 2077 

E mahrie.webb@simmons-simmons.com 
 

Darren Fox 

Partner, London 

T +44 20 7825 4069 

E darren.fox@simmons-simmons.com 

 

Neil Simmonds 

Partner, London 

T +44 20 7825 3151 

E neil.simmonds@simmons-simmons.com 
 

Nicholas Colston 

Partner, London 

T +44 20 7825 4147 

E nicholas.colston@simmons-simmons.com 

 

Catherine Weeks 

Partner, London 

T +44 20 7825 3940 

E catherine.weeks@simmons-simmons.com  

Andrew Desmond 

Supervising Associate, Bristol 

T +44 20 7825 4622 

E andrew.desmond@simmons-simmons.com 
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